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Car crash simulator 2 total destruction mod apk

Be part of the crash test! Dismantle the cars with a mannequin! Smash destruction car, it's fun! Ragdoll crash test! Old-school Russian cars waiting! 3D car accident test and first person view! Being instead of ragdoll in the shock test unit is not for the faint of heart! Control the car, fly in nitro towards
obstacles! Disassemble doll as hard as possible! The more you fly after crushing and the more problems, the more points you'll get! For more information Google PlaySupported Android 4.1 and UP version compatible with Android:- Jelly Bean (4.1–4.3.1)- KitKat (4.4–4.4.4)- Lollipop (5.0–5.0.2) or UP QR
Code Author Action 360 Games รุนลาสุด: 1.1.1 วันที่วางจําหน าย: Jan 10 2018 ดาวนโหลด apk (48.45 MB) Download this car full of car destruction engine stunts game and enjoy an exciting gear unit through the rumble car stunt track of sand destruction!! This game includes the destruction of the
warehouse car and the remains in place that ascends to an exciting car adventure of great success of extreme car accident life. Cause some chaos in crashing crash sand car and get ready for a new ride with every accident!! This is not a racing competition, so consider yourself free of time constraints
and win and first place, it's about getting off the road, performing stunts, crashing on different stunt tracks and ramps and causing a rumble rumble in the sand of car accident warehouse provided!! This car crash car simulator car crash cars literally acts as a stress relief if you play it, you should get hooked
on it so download now and play now for a proper time car crash game!! The game is full of crash and destruction you have to test the endurance of your car crush rumble in this car crashing chaos damage road accident game!! Race freely while preparing your car or brake down and enjoy the most
exciting car crash simulator crash simulator games by joining us now!! These car crash simulators have special built-in gear motor to give fast and accelerated engine driving in the best car crash games!!! This makes the engine unit indestructible but destructible at the same time!! The warehouse arena
has a multiple range of gears and accelerating exciting cars powerful car crash simulator so you can enjoy driving the engine with!!! No time-based car crash levels in this game instead is an endless car destruction chaos game where you have multiple ramps and Wide area performing rumble area with
other cars car crash simulator!! It is an endless car crash arena where your car can perform various car crash stunts of your choice given the on-screen controls!!! The game provides a joystick game function with various controls and features that improve the state and effect of the crash car!! With the
awesome game control features of the games allows you to Make brakes where necessary, albeit in a chaos car crash simulator you only go crazy, but just in case you provide the brakes!- You can give your car a gear race to increase the destruction and speed of the car crashing!! - This is followed by a
speed gear that will help you gear the car and control the speed. If you want to turn left, you will turn left and if you right then right you go with the crash car simulator!! The more you run and crash, the more points you get! Features of Car Crash Engine Simulator***• Multiple cars car crash simulator to
choose from. • Stunt tracks provided for car accident roar. • Multiple modes.• Endless shock. • Continuous environment of ramp and stunt track. • On-screen controls. • HD Graphics • Realistic Sound Effects • 3D Simulation Motor Driving Car Impeller Simulator. ปะเภท: ฟรี จําลอง แหลง: ความตองาขอ
งะบบ: 2.3และหลังจานั้ น+ Car Crash Destruction Engine Damage Simulator ปะวัติรุน Car Crash Destruction Engine Damage Simulator 1.1.1 for Android 2.3และหลังจานั้ น ดาวนโหลด Version : 1.1.1 for Android 2.3และหลังจานั้ น ปรับปรุงวันที่ : 2018-01-10 ดาวนโหลด apk (48.45 MB) Download Information
Size 47.2MB Version 1.0 Version Code 1 Permission ACCESS_WIFI_STATE READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE BLUETOOTH BLUETOOTH_ADMIN GET_TASKS Internet ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE CHANGE_NETWORK_STATE WAKE_LOCK BATTERY_STATS BROADCAST_STICKY
RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED READ_PHONE_STATE KILL_BACKGROUND_PROCESSES RESTART_PACKAGES SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW VIBRATE WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE Internet ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE WAKE_LOCK Permission Text OTHER: Allows applications to access
information about Wi-Fi networks. Allows apps to connect to paired bluetooth devices. Allows apps to discover and pair bluetooth devices. This constant was deprecated at API level 21. It no longer applies. Allows applications to open network sockets. Allows applications to access network information.
Allows applications to change the network connectivity state. Allows you to use PowerManager WakeLocks to prevent the processor from sleeping or the screen from dimting. Allows an app to collect battery statistics Allows an app to spread sticky intents. Allows an application to receive the
ACTION_BOOT_COMPLETED that is issued after the system finishes booting. Allows an application to call killBackgroundProcesses(String). Allows an application to create windows with the TYPE_SYSTEM_ALERT type, which is displayed on top of all other applications. Allows access to the vibrator.
Allows applications to open network sockets. Allows apps to access over networks. Allows you to use PowerManager WakeLocks to prevent the processor from or dimming screen. STORAGE: Allows an application to read from external storage. Allows an application to write to external storage. PHONE:
Allows read-only access to phone status, including device phone number, current cellular network information, status of calls in progress, and a list of PhoneAccounts registered on the device. Operating Systems Min Sdk 9 Min Sdk Txt Android 2.3 (GINGERBREAD) Target Sdk 22 Target Sdk Txt Android
5.1 (LOLLIPOP_MR1) Multi Window Does not support Small Screens, Normal, Large, xlarge Cpu armeabi-v7a x86 Open Gl Int 0 Supports any density Yes Densities 120, 160, 240, 320, 480, 640 User Features Uses Wi-Fi hardware features feature: The app uses 802.11 network functions (Wi-Fi) on the
device. Uses non-feature touchscreen hardware features: The app uses the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) telephony radio system. The app uses the basic multi-touch capabilities of two points on the device, such as for pinch gestures, but the app doesn't need to track touches
independently. This is a superset of the android.hardware.touchscreen function. The app uses the device's advanced multi-touch capabilities to track two or more points independently. This feature is a superset of the android.hardware.touchscreen.multitouch function. Use the implicit function The app
uses the Bluetooth functions of the device, Usually to communicate with other Bluetooth-enabled devices.#other.#The app uses 802.11 network functions (Wi-Fi) on the device.6F80FF09B47E Signature 339C392BA7593806E1839B477091A865C57B0E Sha256
B1EA4C5B9E71AE2C81013D14E0518C838358CADA4D6CF26AC7DC94549C63E57F valid from Tue 16 08:19:19:19:19 00 CET 2016 until: Fri Feb 21 08:19:00 CET 2116 Serial Number 2081c66 Developer Developer Li Ou ZhangSheng Organization Rtk Locale Hefei Country cn City Hefei Hefei Hefei
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